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Introduction 
This document describes the most typical and common use cases of gUSE/WS-PGRADE portal. In the 

focus is to introduce a practical, transparent user-level „how to” guide about various workflow creation, 

configuration and submission processes in WS-PGRADE.  

The Cookbook based on the user interface of gUSE 3.4 or later versions.   

Hopefully, this cookbook will support the gUSE user community in the future workflow-based activation. 

How this Document is Organized 
An explicit description introduces the most important details of WS-PGRADE-specific backgound at the 

beginning of each chapter or each new topic in form of grey framed text.  

Then comes one or more practical examples to demonstrate the issue and the solution with many WS-

PGRADE screenshots. The demonstrated jobs in the examples of cookbook are always submitted and 

completed correctly. Therefore, the running proccesses of jobs in all cases are transparently 

documented.       

If you can’t decide which examples are fit to your knowledge, orientate yourself from the icons at the 

start of each chapter.  

This chapter concerns to WS-PGRADE end user. (The end user needs only a restricted 

manipulation possibility. He/she wants to get the application "off the shelf", to trim it and 

submit it with minimal effort.) 

This chapter concerns to WS-PGRADE workflow developer user or in other words full power 

user. The workflow developer user builds and tailors the application to be as comfortable as 

possible for the end user.  

This chapter concerns to WS-PGRADE robot permission owner. The robot permission owner 

is a trusted user for creation the so called robot permission association for a trusted 

application (for details please, see the section Tips & Tricks/Robot Permission Association 

Usage) 

The document uses light purple color for notifications and light orange for pitfalls and warnings that you 

have to take into consideration.  
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Abbreviations 
CB - CloudBroker 
EDGI - European Desktop Grid Initiative 
EGI – European Grid Infrastructure 
GEMLCA - Grid Execution Management for Legacy Code Applications 
gLite - Lightweight middleware for Grid Computing 
gUSE - grid and cloud User Support Environment 
JDL – Job Definition Language 
MPI - Message Passing Interface 
NGI – National Grid Initiative 
PEM - Privacy Enhanced Mail 
PKCS - Public-Key Cryptography Standards 
PS – Parameter Sweep/Parameter Set/Parameter Study 
VO – Virtual Organization 
VOMS – Virtual Organization Membership Service 
WS-PGRADE - Web Service - Parallel Grid Run-time and Application Development Environment 
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About WS-PGRADE Workflow Concept 
WS-PGRADE uses its own XML-based workfow language with a number of features: advanced parameter 

study features through special workflow entities (generator and collector jobs, parametric files), diverse 

distributed computing infrastructure (DCI) support, condition-dependent workflow execution and 

workflow embedding support.  

The structure of WS-PGRADE workflows are represented by directed acyclic graphs (DAG). File 

connectors (ports) of the given node. Directed edges of the graph represent data dependency (and 

corresponding file transfer) among the workflow nodes. (see Figure Intro 1) 

 
Figure Intro 1 Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) in WS-PGRADE 

In WS-PGRADE two types of workflows are distinguished: abstract workflows and concrete workflows. 

The abstract workflow represents only the structure (graph) of a workflow but the semantics of the 

nodes are not defined yet. The abstract workflow can be used to generate various concrete workflows. 

The concrete workfows are derived from abstract workfows by specifying the semantics of workflow 

nodes and the DCIs where the various nodes should be executed. A workflow node can be a job to be 

submitted into a DCI, a service (e.g. Web Service) to be invoked and another workflow to be executed. 

The concrete workflows generated from a certain graph can be different concerning the semantics of the 

workflow nodes, input and output files associated with ports, specification of the DCIs where the various 

nodes should be executed, etc. 

The life-cycle of WS-PGRADE workflows is the following: first the user has to create the graph (or 

structure) of the workflow. This abstract workflow can be used in the second step to generate various 
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concrete workflows by configuring detailed properties (first of all the executable, the input/output files 

where needed and the target DCI) of the nodes representing the atomic execution units of the workflow. 

After all the properties of the workflow have been set, it can be submitted resulting in an instance of the 

workflow. A concrete workflow can be submitted several times (for example, in case of performance 

measurements) and every submission will result in a new instance of the same concrete workflow. 

The execution of a workflow instance is data driven forced by the graph structure: A node will be 

activated (the associated job submitted or the associated service called) when the required input data 

elements (usually file, or set of files) become available at each input port of the node. This node 

execution is represented as the instance of the created job or service call. One node can be activated 

with several input sets (for example, in the case of a parametric node) and each activation results in a 

new job or service call instance. The job or service call instances contain also status information and in 

case of successful termination the results of the calculation are represented in form of data entities 

associated to the output ports of the corresponding node. 

The user may suspend or abort the execution of a running instance. A previously suspended workflow 

instance can be resumed at any time by the user. This way the user can observe the progress of 

workflow elaboration on the fly and can perform a job/service call instance level check-pointing when 

needed. 

However, the rather strict policy of the data driven workflow interpretation has been relaxed in the case 

of runtime condition dependent execution of a given job/service call instance. In such case substantial 

optimization can be achieved by cutting off unneeded branches of the graph. 

Another important feature of the WS-PGRADE workflows is the support for embedding workflows. This 

enables the usage of the subroutine paradigm, i.e., a tested workflow B can be used inside a parent 

workflow A by specifying that the executable of a certain node in A should be workflow B. 

About Jobs and Workflows 
The workflow is a configured graph of jobs i.e. it is an extension of the graph with attributes, where the 

configuration is grouped by jobs. The properties of jobs reflect the elaboration of the enclosing 

workflow. The job configuration includes: 

 algorithm configuration: determines the functionality of a job 

 resource configuration: determines where this activity will be executed 

 port configuration: determines what input data of the activity are and how the result(s) will be 

forwarded to the user or to other jobs as inputs. 

A job may be executed if there is a proper data (or dataset in case of a collector port) at each of its input 

ports and there is no prohibiting programmed condition excluding the execution of the job.  
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The collection of job instances created from the jobs belonging to the workflow during a single workflow 

submission is called workflow instance. 

About Using of Certificates  
In order to submit workflows you need corresponding certificate(s). The next section describes the 

detailed using of your credential.   

The WS-PGRADE users are identified and authorized to use resources of the Grid by X.509 certificates. 

Within the EGI (European Grid Infrastructure) infrastructure the resources of a given VO (Virtual 

Organization) are restricted for the members. The personal certificate is an unavoidable condition to 

obtain a VO membership. 

Most of the VO-s of the EGI support the VOMS (Virtual Organization Membership Service) 

management. It means the VO specific extension of the certificate. In this way a user may be the 

member of more than one VO in one time. Former this was prohibited, because the sites served more 

than one VO could not determine the VO membership of the certificate's owner, which caused problems 

– among others - in accounting, and in using the Storage Elements, maintained by the given site.  

Note: For safety reason, the jobs are not submitted to a resource in the company of a long term user 

certificate (which has a one year long validity expiration), but by using a substituting short term, so called 

proxy certificate (with a validity expiration time, limited in 100 hours), which is issued by a secure - so 

called MyProxy - server playing the role of a certificate authority, against the submission of the long term 

user certificate. The application of the VOMS and MyProxy server solves the problem of submitting jobs 

running longer than the expiration time of the proxy certificates: if the user declares the URL of the 

MyProxy server in the description file (called JDL file) of the job, then the infrastructure of the resource is 

able to reach the MyProxy server and it permits the user to generate a fresh and valid proxy certificate. 

The running of jobs can be continued with the recently created valid proxy certificate. Therefore, it is 

important to use such a MyProxy server which is reachable and trusted by the given resource. To fulfill 

this requirement the VOs maintain own MyProxy servers. 

The Security/Certificate (Figure Intro 2) window supports the user 

 to create a certificate account on the requested MyProxy server which stores the long term 

Certificate of the user; and 

 by referencing this account - to generate proxy certificates of the required expiration time with 

the intention to use them in the requested resources (VO-s). 

This page supplies the base functionalities of a MyProxy server in a user friendly way. 
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Figure Intro 2 The Certificate window 

 

Upload authentication data: By clicking Upload button in Certificate window, a new certificate account 

can be created. A user account actually created on a MyProxy Server by presenting either a single PKCS 

(Public-Key Cryptography Standards) 12 format file or the two PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail) files of a 

long term user certificate.  

 MyProxy account creation by presenting PEM files: First, the user must present the long term, 

grid related user certificate in the twin PEM file format, where the userkey.pem file contains the 

password protected secret key and the usercert.pem file that contains the CA signed public key 

of the certificate. The interactive system requests in the following subsequent steps: 

 the key PEM file (Key field), 

 the associated password (Passphrase field) 

 the cert PEM file (Cert field). 

After the presentation of the needed certificate files the MyProxy account can be defined – in the 
general case - by five input fields (see Figure Intro 3): 

1. Host name is the URL of the MyProxy server, where the account is created 
2. Port: is the port of the MyProxy server (the default port is 7512, if not defined otherwise) 
3. Login: it is the freely selected name of the account. It must be unique! 
4. Password: is a freely selected string, protecting the just created account 
5. Lifetime (hours): Generic upper limit for the proxy certificates which will be subsequently 

generated using this account. 
 
In special case, the Login and Password fields are not filled, but by marking the Use DN as login checkbox 
the distinguished name (which is readable from the certificate) will be used as Login name and a special 
account without password will be created. This account is used to the mentioned automatic proxy 
renewal, needed by a job wanting to survive the 100 hours absolute limit of proxy expiration time. The 
special feature of this account is that it can be reached – other than the general account - only if a not 
expired proxy certificate exists, and then it generates a fresh one. 
Pitfall: When you upload authentication data to MyProxy Server to use gLite-based resources, then you 

don’t check the RFC format checkbox in the right corner of the Certificate window (see Figure Intro 3) 
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Figure Intro 3 Certificate upload function in case of PEM-type certificate  

 

 MyProxy account creation by presenting PKCS12 files: It is easy to see by the comparison with 

the Figure Intro 3 belonging to the PEM case that only difference is that the user must present 

just a single PKCS12 format file with it passphrase instead of the two PEM files representing the 

long term user certificate.  
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Figure Intro 4 Certificate details function (using of Details and Associate to VO buttons) 

 

Once the certificate uploaded, you need to download your user proxy from MyProxy server 

(Security/Certificate menu, Download button). You also need to download the proxy to renew it when 

the lifetime period expired. In this case you need only type your login name and password that you 

earlier set at Upload action (you can also set the lifetime) and from this point you can use your 

credentials again. (Figure Intro 5).  

Warning: The VOMS extension won’t be assigned by the user but it will be automatically assigned by the 

DCI Bridge. 
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Figure Intro 5 Certificate renewing by Certificate Download function 

About Credential Management 
With the help of the Credential management (through the Credential Management button on Certificate 

window) the user account storing the long term user certificate can be viewed and modified. This page is 

subdivided in four parts: 

1. The proxy server and the certificate account must be defined. 

2. The content of Information will be updated by pressing the Enter button of the key pad 

terminating the input field of Password. 

3. Information part returns the so called Distinguished Name (identifier) of the owner with the 

validity range of the certificate. 

4. The Change password part allows in a traditional way the replacement of the current password 

with a new one. 

5. Pressing the Destroy button deletes the account from the MyProxy Server. 

Note: The special account might have been established using the distinguished name as the account 

name may not be handled by the Credential Management. The reason is that there is no need to do that: 

this special account can be overwritten with a new one any time, so there is no need to destroy it or to 

change a non-existing password. 
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Creating and Submitting a Workflow for One 

Job 
Issue: How can you ’cook’ an over-simple workflow from scratch? 

Example: A Simple Job Configuration and Submission 
In the first example we introduce a simple method of one-job workflow creation and submission.1 In 

seven steps we create a simple graph by Graph Editor then we configure a workflow from this graph and 

we submit it through gUSE/WS-PGRADE portal.  

You can download the necessary files to do exercise  
Executable: https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=1ef13d37feb94f621f904bca49d62697 

Input files: https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=7ab9689bd3baf9a2191edcbff8774f79 
https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=9624d7737d2715a6895ebca53a218c95 
 

1. Create a graph (Select Workflow/Graph tab -> click Graph Editor button) with a single job connected 
with two input ports (INPUT1, INPUT2) and an output port OUTPUT (see Figure 1.1 and 1.2), then 
save the graph (Graph/Save). 

 

 
Figure 1.1 Graph Editor startup 

                                                           
1
 The concrete example: creation and submission of a one job workflow implementing a two argument arithmetic operation.  

The 64 bit executable reads two text files named INPUT1, INPUT2 (containing ASCII code of integer numbers) and the command 
line argument {A|S|M|D} (indicating the operation +-*/ in turn) and the result will be created in the text file named OUTPUT. 

https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=1ef13d37feb94f621f904bca49d62697
https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=7ab9689bd3baf9a2191edcbff8774f79
https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=9624d7737d2715a6895ebca53a218c95
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Figure 1.2 Graph creation for one job in Graph Editor: Job properties function and Port properties 
function 

 
 

2. Create a workflow (Go to Workflow/Create Concrete, select option from Graph) using the graph 

created in Figure 1 and 2. (see Figure 1.3) (The used names of new graph and new workflow are are 

optional.) 

3. Configure a workflow that created in step 2 (Select Workflow tab/Concrete/click Configure button in 

the line belonging to the workflow) (See Figure 1.4) 

3.1 Select the Configure button in the line belonging to the workflow) (See Figure 1.4)  
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3.2. Click on the yellow icon of the job in the appearing graph of the workflow symbol to select and 

open the configuration of the given job. You will see a page (upper part of Figure 1.4)  

3.3. Select a Type (e.g. gLite)  

3.4. Select a Grid (e.g. seegrid)  

3.5. Upload the executable program from your local machine by using the file browser (Browse  

button) 

 
Figure 1.3 Workflow creation - Create Concrete window: The new workflow name and is not 

mandatory the same as graph name  
 
 

About the sample program used as job executable binary program: It implements an integer 

arithmetic operation over two arguments (corresponding to the defined input ports of the 

associated job). The 64 bit executable reads two text files named INPUT1, INPUT2 (containing 

ASCII code of integer numbers),  the command line argument coded as  {A|S|M|D} (indicating 

the operation +-*/ in turn) and the result will be created in the text file named OUTPUT.  
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Figure 1.4 Concrete workflow configuration – Job Executable tab 

 
3.6. Set a permitted value in the field Parameter. For example M for multiplication. 

3.7. Close the job property configuration with the green Check symbol. 

 
3.8. Select Job I/O tab in order to perform the port associations. You will see all input and output 

ports listed (Figure 1.5).  

 
Figure 1.5 The Job I/O tab 
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You have associate the local input files to the proper input ports (indicated by green color). (See 

Figure 1.6) 

3.9. Select the first input port by clicking on it (The default value of Input Port’s Internal File Name2 

is the port name but you can overwrite it). 

3.10. Select Upload as Source of input directed to this port (Click on leftmost „winchester drive” 

symbol)  

 
3.11. Upload the given file by Browse button. 

3.12. Repeat step 3.8 for the second input port but use here another input file to be uploaded.  

 
Figure 1.6 Concrete workflow configuration - Job I/O tab 

 
3.13. Close the I/O property configuration with the green Check symbol on the upper side of 

window. 

 
3.14. Set the JDL related conditions. The executable requires a 64 bit processor. This must be set in 

the JDL File.  
3.15. Select the JDL/RSL tab then select the “requirements” option from the list of Command. Copy 

the other.GlueHostArchitecturePlatformType == "x86_64" string  in the Value field. Click on 
the icon of the green „+” button. 

3.16. Finish the job configuration by clicking on the red X icon on the upper right corner. 

                                                           
2
 The Internal file name is used to forward the values to the output port. The Port Names serve as default values to the Internal 

File Names. The Internal File Names connect the referenced files to the Open like instructions issued in the code of the 
algorithm, which implements the function of the job. The Internal File Names can be redefined during the Job Port Configuration 
phase of the Workflow Configuration. (Workflow/Concrete tab->Configure button of the selected workflow -> selection of actual 
job ->Job Inputs and Outputs tab) 
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Figure 1.7 Concrete workflow configuration - Job I/O tab 

 
 

3.17. Finish the workflow configuration by clicking on the Floppy disc symbol in Concrete window: 
 

 
Figure 1.8 Do not forget saving the workflow configuration settings in Concrete window 

 
 
3.18. Click on the OK button of the pop up message reporting the termination of the file upload 

message. 
3.19. A clue: Selecting the job once again, and selecting the History tab, the configured values of 

the selected jobs are shown. 
 
4. Certification settings: Download the a proper proxy certificate: Select Security/Certificate tab, then 

click on 
4.1.  Download, then type the necessary fileds: Hostname, Password, Login. 
4.2.  Hit to the Associate to VO button: select seegrid from the Set for Grid list. 

5.  Check the workflow: Select Workflow/Concrete tab, then click on Info button in the line belonging to 
the workflow. The correct answer should be: „Result: The workflow is successfully configured”. 

6.   Submit the workflow: Workflow/Concrete tab, select the Submit button in the line belonging to the 
workflow.  
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Figure 1.9 Certificate settings 

 

 
Figure 1.10 Submit workflow and checking with Details button 

 
 
7. Check the progress of the workflow (Within Workflow/Concrete tab, select the Details button in the 

line belonging to the workflow). In case of termination (state „finished”), go to the button Details of 
the workflow instance; select the view Finished of the selected job; finally, click on std Output button 
of the selected job instance (Figure 1.10).  

 
Another solution: import the workflow from the repository: Within Workflow/Import tab select 
Application type, hit Refresh button: show list, select First, click on Import button (Figure 1.11). 
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Figure 1.11 Another workflow checking method: Import function 

 

About Retrieval of Results  

 
Figure 1.12 Alternatives for result retrieving 
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In order to retrieve results you can choose from two options (see figure 1.12): 
1. Select Workflow/Concrete menu, then click Details button at the corresponding workflow name 

and finally click Download file output button. 
2. Select Storage/Local menu, then click get Outputs button at the corresponding workflow name. 
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Creating and Submitting a Workflow for More 

Jobs 
Issue: How can you ’cook’ a simple workflow from more jobs? 

The next example demonstrates a simple three-job workflow creation technique. In this case it is 

necessary to take into consideration the relations between jobs, the connections between input and 

output ports. 

Example: A Three-Job Workflow Configuration and Submission 
About the current application: All of created three jobs in current application use the same script 

performing a two argument arithmetic operation over integer values. (The actual value of Parameters 

field determines the kind of operation: A for addition and M for multiplication. See figure 2.3 and 2.5.)  

Lets start with the graph creation: 

1. Create a graph: Use Graph Editor as you known from the previous example. Additionally, at 

graph creation of more job workflow you need to apply arrows to define relations beetween jobs 

(between ports of jobs). (see Figure 2.1) 

 
Figure 2.1 Graph creation for more jobs in the Graph Editor 

 

2. Create a workflow: From saved graph you can create a workflow. The new workfow name will 

appear on Concrete window. (see Figure 2.2) 
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Figure 2.2 Create Concrete function 

 
Figure 2.3 Job (MulFront) configuration in Job Executable tab 
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Next main step is the job configuration process. Select your workflow from Concrete window (click on 

Configure button). The figure 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 show the exact settings of the three sample 

jobs (MulFront, AddFront, MulTail). The first job (MulFront) multiplies a value (5) and a content of a file 

(input_2.txt), the second (AddFront) adds a file content (input_1.txt) to a value (4), while the third job 

(MulTail) multiplies the previous two job outputs and the result will the output of this workflow.  

 
Figure 2.4 Job (MulFront) configuration in Job I/O (configuration for two input ports and one output 

port) 
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Figure 2.5 Job (AddFront) configuration in Job Executable tab 

 
Figure 2.6 Job (AddFront) configuration in Job I/O (configuration for two input ports and one output 

port) 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Job (MulTail) configuration in Job Executable tab 
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Figure 2.8 Job (MulTail) configuration in Job I/O (configuration for two input ports and one output port) 

3. Submit a workflow: After proper configuration and saving of workflow you can submit it by 
clicking on Submit button. The submission process will start (click on Details button to see the 
state of running) and by clicking on Refresh button you can see just-in-time the status of running 
jobs. The happy end of this process is the appearing of Finished status (Figure 2.9)   

 

 
Figure 2.9 The phasis and result of job submissions 
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Creating and Submitting a Workflow for 

Parametric Job 
Issue: How can you ’cook’ workflow for PS-jobs? 

About PS Jobs 
The PS (Parameter Sweep, Parameter Set or Parameter Study) applications are typically simulations 

where the same simulation application should be executed with many different input sets. DCIs 

(Distributed Computing Infrastructures) are ideal for parameter sweep executions and therefore their 

most frequent usage scenario is performing such parameter sweep applications. This implies that any 

good science gateway should provide an easy-to-use way of support to construct and execute PS 

applications. Typical scenario for such applications is that first, the parameter set should be generated, 

then the parametric application should be executed and finally, the results of the parametric applications 

should be collected and processed (e.g, creating statistics based on the results of the different 

executions). In other words, the PS regime (where the same job is executed several times fed by the 

predefined set of input configurations) is one of the most important, basic arguments to use distributed 

parallel computation, instead of using a single central processor where the intended computations must 

be executed in turn.  

 
Figure 3.1 The abstract interpretation of PS data flow 
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About Generators and Collectors 
Any node in a workflow graph can be defined as a Generator job in job configuration phase. A workflow 

node (job) has generator property if the execution of the associated job or service call instance may 

produce more than one output data elements associated to given distinguished output port(s). This kind 

of distinguished output port is called Generator output port, and must be specified as such during the 

configuration of the node when the concrete workflows are defined. The code is expected to produce 

files with the naming convention <prefix name>_<index>, where <index>-s must be subsequent integers 

starting from zero. The user defines the <prefix name> during the configuration of the Generator output 

port, enabling the workflow manager to gather the created files.  

A node has Collector property if it has at least one distinguished Collector port, i.e., at least one of its 

input ports are specied as Collector port during the workflow configuration time when the concrete work 

ows are defined. Collector nodes are  used to collect several files at one (or more) distinguished 

(„collector”) input port(s) and then process them collectively within a single jobs step. Therefore 

Collector ports force delayed job execution until the last file of the input file set to be collected has 

arrived on the Collector port. The workflow engine computes the expected number of input files on a 

Collector port at run time. When all the expected inputs arrived to the Collector port, the node becomes 

executable and a single job instance will be created and started to process all the incoming inputs files as 

a single input set. It is the responsibility of the executing code associated to the node to find and process 

all received input files having the name convention <prefix name>_<index>, where <prefix name> has 

been deined by the user during the configuration of the Collector Port. 

About Parametric Input Ports and Parametric Nodes 
A node may have single and parametric input ports and this should be specified at configuration time 

when the concrete workflow is defined from an abstract workflow. If a node has got only single input 

ports it will be executed only once as a single instance processing the single inputs of every input ports. 

These nodes are called as Normal nodes. If a node has at least one parametric input port it is called 

Parametric node. If a Parametric node has got one parametric input port, it will be executed in as many 

instances as many files arrive on the parametric input port. If the output port of a Generator is 

connected to the parametric input port of a Parametric node then this Parametric node will be executed 

for every file generated by the Generator node. If a Parametric node has several parametric input ports 

then we have to specify how the input files from these ports will be combined together. 

About Naming Conventions of Parametric Jobs 
In case of generator it is the responsibility of the author of the job’s code to produce such output files in 

the local working directory of the job’s running environment, which meets the following naming 

convention for generator ports: 

 They should have the syntax <FileName>_<X>, where <FileName> is identical with the user defined 
string belonging to Output Port’s Internal File Name and <X> is serial number in range [0..N-1] where 
N is number of actually generated files. 
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 The generator property of an output port must be declared during the configuration of the respecting 
output port. 

 The executable of the job must follow the <FileName>_<X> convention when it produces the names 
for the generated files. 

 
The naming convention discussed above has another aspect which may be important for the user in case 

when remote output files will be generated in PS environment: A job J_PS in a PS branch of a workflow 

may be called m times producing m job instances where each instance may produce n output files on an 

eventual generator output port. To store these files the base of outputs Port’s Remote File name will be 

extended by a postfix of form: _<i>_<j>, where <i> and <j> indicate ASCII code of integer numbers and 0 

<= i < m and 0 <= j < n 

This extension will be done by the system automatically: The only duty of the author of job's executable 

to produce the local output files (intended on a generator output) in the form: <FileName>_<j>, where 

<FileName> is the Output Port’s Internal File Name. In this case - assuming that the Base of outputs 

Port’s Remote File has the value <remote> - the system will produce the remote files with the following 

file catalogue names: <remote>_<i>_<j>, where i is the automatically allotted index associated to the job 

instance. 

 
The next three examples demonstrates the PS job configuration essentials.  

Example 1: Simple PS Jobs Configuration  
The first example demonstrates a typically generator-job-collector scene. The generator (Gen3) creates n 
subsequent integer number starting from 0. Each number <i> (coded in ASCII) will be the content of a 
separate file named GENER_<i>. The executable code of the generator has a single command line 
parameter – the number of the files to be created.  
There is a parametric job (MulCross) which calls the created workflow and a collector job (CollMuls) 
which evaluates the results. The collector job has a collector input port. The collector job collects and 
lists files which have the a common name prefix defined as a single string in the command line argument.  
 

 Example can be download from here: 
https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=9eaffb2d8d1afe1972cf0fb3e0648eb4 

1. Create a graph by Graph Editor. Gen3 job has one output port, MulCross job has two inputs and 
one ouput and CollMuls has one input. (See Figure 3.2) 
 

 
Figure 3.2 Graph creation for parametric job-based sample workflow 

https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=9eaffb2d8d1afe1972cf0fb3e0648eb4
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2. Configure a workflow  

 Create a concrete workflow from graph. Create a workflow from the saved graph 
(three-job-graph). Fill the fields of Workflow/Create concrete window: choose from 
graph list the correspondent one, give a name to your new workflow and then save it. 
(Figure 3.3) 

 

 
Figure 3.3 Workflow creation from a graph to start PS job configuration 

 

 Set the job properties. Fill the necessary values by Workflow/Concrete/Configure 
function 
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Figure 3.4 Workflow configuration 1: a generator job (Gen3) configuration 

 
A sample settings of jobs: 
 
Job: Gen3 (Figure 3.4)  

 Tab: Job Executable  

 Main type: Binary  

 Type: glite  

 Grid: seegrid  

 Kind of binary: Sequential  

 Executable code of binary: GENER_n_number.sh  

 Parameter: 3  
 

 Tab: Job I/O  

 Port Number: 0  

 Output Port's Internal File Name: GENER  

 Storage type: Permanent  

 Generator: YES (The selection of YES option is mandatory at a generator type job) 
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Figure 3.5 Workflow configuration 2: a worker job (MulCross) configuration 

 
 
Job: MulCross (Figure 3.5) 

 Tab: Job Executable  

 Main type: Binary  

 Type: glite  

 Grid: seegrid  

 Kind of binary: Sequential  

 Executable code of binary: ARI.sh  

 Parameter: M (Multiplication)  
 

 Tab: Job I/O  

 Port Number: 0  

 Input Port's Internal File Name: INPUT1 

 Port dependent condition allowing the run of the job: Hide  

 Parametric Input details: Hide 
 

 Port Number: 1  

 Input Port's Internal File Name: INPUT2 

 Port dependent condition allowing the run of the job: Hide  

 Parametric Input details: Hide 
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 Port Number: 2  

 Output Port's Internal File Name: OUTPUT  

 Storage type: Permanent  

 Generator: NO 
 
Job: CollMuls (Figure 3.6) 

 Tab: Job Executable  

 Main type: Binary  

 Type: glite  

 Grid: seegrid  

 Kind of binary: Sequential 

 Executable code of binary: Collect_numbers.sh  

 Parameter: INPUT 
 

 Tab: Job I/O  

 Port Number: 0  

 Input Port's Internal File Name: INPUT  

 Parametric Input details: View 

  Waiting: All (it is mandatory to set to a collector type job) 
 

 
Figure 3.6 Workflow configuration 2: Collector job configuration 

 
3. Submit the workflow: you can submit the saved workflow from Workflow/Concrete window by 

clicking the Submit button of corresponding workflow. The result of submission shows the figure 
3.7. 
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Figure 3.7 The job statuses of submitted PS jobs and the details of finished workflow running  
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Example 2: One Job as PS Job Configuration  
In the next example (Cross) we will present an one PS job configuration sample: a cross product 

combination of multiplication for two and three elements of sets.  

The graph configuration and workflow configuration details shows the next two figures (Figure 3.8 and 

3.9). The job has two input ports and one output port. The essential novelty in configuration process is 

the two input ports settings. INPUT1 is an array with two elements (parameters) while INPUT2 is another 

array with three elements (parameters). The application creates an cross product as OUTPUT from this 

inputs resulted two*three = six outputs, thus six job instances generated from one job (Figure 3.10).  

 
Figure 3.8 One job as PS job configuration 1: graph creation (in Graph Editor) and the Create 

Concrete/Job Executable tab 

The configurational settings (Figure 3.8):  

 Tab: Job Executable 
Main type: Binary 
Type: gLite 
Grid: seegrid  
Kind of binary: sequential  
Parameter: M 
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Figure 3.9 One job as PS job configuration 2: Job I/O tab 

 Tab: Job IO (Figure 3.9) 
Port name: INPUT1 

Input Port's Internal File Name: INPUT1 
Parametric Input details: View 
Dot and Cross PID: 0 
Input numbers: 2 

Port name: INPUT2 
Input Port's Internal File Name: INPUT2 
Parametric Input details: View 
Dot and Cross PID: 0 (the two input ports has the same PID value that means a cross 
product) 
Input numbers: 3 

Port name: OUTPUT 
Output Port's Internal File Name: OUTPUT 

 Generator: No 
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Figure 3.10 Job submission statuses then result with 6 finished instances as well as the contains of a log  

Figure 3.10 shows the statuses of the introduced job submission process (to start submission click on 

Workflow/Create Concrete window on Submit button).  
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Example 3: PS Job Configuration by Using of Embedded 

Workflow 
The following example is similar to the first three-job example in this chapter. The difference is that we 

will use the embedded workflow concept to the caller job configuration.   

Preliminary information about example: A generator job creates random integer numbers in separate 

output files with the common name prefix RANDOMS. The executable code of the random generator has 

four command line parameters each are integers and separated by empty spaces <number of 

generation> <seed value> <upper range of generations> <shift of the lower range from 0>. A job calls the 

workflow and a collector job that evaluates the results. The collector job has a collector input port. The 

collector job collects statistics from files have integer value contents and whose names have a common 

prefix. The default prefix is INPUT. If different prefix is used it must be mentioned as command line 

argument. 

1. Create a graph: Draw a graph in Graph Editor corresponded to the following picture (to the simple 

using of Graph Editor see the previous chapter):  

 
Figure 3.11 Graph to this workflow 

 
2. Configure the workflow: use the following settings:  
Job: Generator (Figure 3.14) 

 Tab: Job Executable 
Main type: Binary 
Type: gLite 
Grid: seegrid  
Kind of binary: sequential  
Executable code of binary: randomGenerUjabb_3_static_64bit.bin 

 Tab: Job IO 
Output Port's Internal File Name: RANDOMS  
Generator: YES  

 Tab: JDL/RSL 
requirements: other.GlueHostArchitecturePlatformType == "x86_64"  
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Figure 3.12 PS job-based workflow (PS) configuration 1. 

 
Job: Call (Figure 3.14) 

 Tab: Job Executable 
   Main type: Workflow 

For embedding select a workflow created from a Template: Select an existing template 
from list (e.g. SingleJobTemplated) 

 
Here we need to know two important terms: the template and the embedded workflow:  

About Templates and Embedded Workflows 
A template is an extension of a workflow definition, in such a way, that each configurable job or port 
related atomic information item is extended – at least - by an immutable boolean value. In other words, 
a template is a named object and it must be created based on a workflow. Subsequently, the created 
template can be used to serve as a base of creating the definitions of new workflows. 
 
In case of embedded workflow call, the user must manually select among the possible output ports of 
the embedded workflow to identify the source. The proper output port of a caller job returning a 
sequence of files (as a consequence of the working of generator job(s) within the embedded workflow) 
neither need nor may be configured as generator because the workflow interpreter recognizes this 
situation and handles the file sequences properly. 
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The instances of embedded workflows can be reached as if they would be the instances of common 
workflows.  

 
Figure 3.13 The embedded workflow concept 

 
Create a template:  

1. Select tab Workflow/Template 
2. Select the workflow created in previous chapter as argument of „Select a 

concrete workflow as base to create a template” 
3. Define a name – for example „SingleJobTemplate” to the label Name of new 

template: and hit the button Configure 
4. Select the line of “Parameter of binary executable” and set the related radio 

button to “Free” from “Close”, and hit the button Save.) 
 
Follow the job Call configuration: 

 Tab: Job I/O 
Job/Input port (PORT0): First/INPUT1 
Job/Input port (PORT1): First/INPUT2 
Job/Output port (PORT2): First/OUTPUT 
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Figure 3.14 PS job-based workflow (PS) configuration 2. – Generator and Call jobs configuration 
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Job: Collector (Figure 3.15) 

 Tab: Job Executable: 
Main type: Binary 
Type: gLite 
Grid: seegrid 
Kind of binary: sequential 
Executable code of binary: CollectStatisticsAdvanced_64bit.exe 

 Tab: Job I/O 
Port 0:  

Input Port's Internal File Name: INPUT 
Parametric Input details: View (an essential setting for a collector job)   
Waiting: All (an essential setting for a collector job)  

 Tab: JDL/RSL 
requirements: other.GlueHostArchitecturePlatformType == "x86_64" 

 

 
Figure 3.15 PS job-based workflow (PS) configuration 3. – Collector job configuration 

 
 

3. Submit and observe the workflow (Figure 3.16.) 
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Figure 3.16 PS job-based workflow submission 
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Creating and Submitting GEMLCA-based 

Workflow 
Issue: How can you ’cook’ with predefined job blocks? 

About GEMLCA 
GEMLCA is a grid architecture with the main aim of exposing legacy code programs as grid services 

without reengineering the original code, and offering a user-friendly interface. GEMLCA provides a 

general solution in order to deploy existing legacy code applications written in any programming 

language as a grid service without modifying or even requiring access to the legacy code (source or 

binary) as well as without any real user effort. 

Legacy code is an already installed, unaltered code that runs on remote machine. Legacy code known by 

their interfaces that are publicated in GEMLCA Repository. GEMLCA Repository is a run-time repo that 

can access authorized users from portals and gives information about interfaces of available applications. 

The user GEMLCA-cycle stands the following general steps: 

 Step 0 Creation of proxy certificate that ensures authentication to GEMLCA server. 

 Step 1 Selection of needed program from GEMLCA Explorer that integrated to WS-PGRADE 

portal and it invokes GEMLCA repository.   

 Step 2 Graph creation based on input/output information located in the Explorer. Thus, the user 

can fit the needed GEMLCA application into a corresponding workflow.   

 Step 3 Workflow configuration based on the created graph. 

 Step 4 GEMLCA node configuration based on information from GEMLCA Repository. 

 Step 5 Workflow running. 

About GEMLCA Configuration: The configuration is performed in a strict hierarchic order on the job 

configuration page (Workflow/Concrete tab -> Configure button of the selected workflow -> selection of 

the icon of the actual job -> Job Executable tab) where the submitter GEMLCA will be selected from the 

alternatives listed in argument of Type.  

This is the top level selection (Level 1) On the next level (Level 2) the proper GEMLCA Repository can be 

selected by the list box GEMLCA Repository. On the next level (Level 3) the list box Service Methods 

encounters the methods, which are published by the selected GEMLCA Repository. Note: The WS-

PGRADE is intelligent enough to enumerate only those methods whose input and output file parameter 

numbers match the number of input and output ports of the actual job respectively. On the next level 

(Level 4) the list box Resource encounters the sites, which have the proper legacy code for the selected 

Service Method. The semantics of next level (Level 5) differs from the appearance of the resource 

configuration defined in the prevoius section. If a service method has been selected - on the Level 3 of 

the hierarchy - the system asks for the parameter of the selected method at run time, and the list of 

(non-file like) parameters are displayed immediately as a configuration table: Each parameter entry has 

two attributes: 
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 A comment/label identifying the parameters, together with the default value separated by 

braces. 

 An input field to assist the parameter passing with eventual default values. 

About GEMCLA Explorer in WS-PGRADE: Use the GEMCLA Explorer (Figure 4.1) designed to support the 

Graph creation for those workflows, which might include GEMLCA jobs. As a best practice you should use 

the GEMCLA Explorer and the Graph editor in parallel. On the GEMLCA Explorer you can select a GEMLCA 

service and a legacy code, then the portal lists all of its parameters, and summarizes the necessary ports 

at the bottom. The sum of input and output ports can be used as an aid in the Graph editor for defining 

the I/O connections of a future GEMLCA job. 

 
Figure 4.1 GEMLCA Explorer 

 
The next two examples demonstrate the technique of GEMLCA-based job configuration. The first one 
shows a configuration of three-job workflow. One in the three jobs is a GEMLCA-job. Hoverer, every job 
is GEMLCA-based job in the more complex second example. 
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Example 1: GEMLCA-Job Configuration within a Three-Job-

Workflow Configuration  
In this exercise, you will import a simple workflow using the AutoDock molecule docking simulation 

package and execute it on a resource. (In contrast with other resources, valid proxy certificate is needed 

not only for submission but for configuration.) First the AutoGrid program will be run that pre-calculates 

the grid describing the target protein, and then a number of AutoDock simulations will be executed. 

Following which the results of the AutoDock simulations will be compared3.  

1. Import, configure, and execute a workflow  

1.1 Download your proxy credential from a MyProxy server (where you have just uploaded 

your certificate) into the WS-PGRADE Portal server. The proxy will be used by the 

portal to access resources. Click on Security -> Certificate tab and click on the Download button. 

Associate your certificate to the following VO’s: 

uk-ngs 

gemlca-resource.cpc.wmin.ac.uk:8443 

 

1.2 From the End User tab, select Import.  

1.3 Click Refresh/Show list to show the list of exported applications. 

1.4 Select the application named AUTODOCK_PS_2012_GT4 and click Import 

1.5 From the End User tab, select Workflow 

1.6 Now click Configure for the newly imported workflow. 

All the configurable input files can be downloaded from 
https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=a0ed4d7f2943158301dded4e570665b3 

1.7 Set the number of workers and number of results required. 

1.8 Once these have been saved on the server, the workflow can be submitted. 

 

2. Create the AutoDock simulation workflow combining standard and GEMLCA jobs: The 

aim of this exercise is to reproduce the above AutoDock workflow as a Power User. In 

this exercise you will build a workflow using both standard and GEMLCA jobs.  

The input and executable files required for this exercise are downloadable from: 
https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=a0ed4d7f2943158301dded4e570665b3 

 

2.1 From the Workflow tab select Graph, open the Graph Editor, and prepare a graph that looks like 

the figure 4.2. 

                                                           
3
 The input files used in this exercise represent a family 47 glucosidase namely a mannosidase, and the ligand is a 

thiodisaccaride. 

https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=a0ed4d7f2943158301dded4e570665b3
https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=a0ed4d7f2943158301dded4e570665b3
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Figure 4.2 Graph of AutoDock simulation workflow 

The names of the ports should be configured as follows: 
AutoGrid job: 

 Input-port 0: docking.gpf 

 Input-port 1: ligand.pdbqt 

 Input-port 2: receptor.pdbqt 

 Output-port 3: paramInputs.zip 
 
AutoDock job: 

 Input-port 0: docking.dpf 

 Input-port 1: files.zip 

 Output-port 2: docking.dlg 
 
Collector job: 

 Input-port 0: docking.dlg 

 Output-port 1: best.pdb 
 
Connect port 3 of the AutoGrid job to port 1 of the AutoDock job. 
Connect port 2 of the AutoDock job to port 0 of the Collector job. 
 
2.2 Save the graph. 
2.3 From the „Workflow” tab, select „Create Concrete”. Create a concrete from the Graph just created, 
give the new Concrete workflow a name and click „OK” 
2.4 From the „Workflow” tab, select „Concrete”. Click „Configure” for the concrete workflow you just 
created. 
2.5 Select the AutoGrid job 

 Select to configure this job as type “gt4” and configure as follows: 

 Grid: uk-ngs 

 Resource: ngs.wmin.ac.uk 

 Job manager: jobmanager-pbs 

 Executable code or Binary: autogridGEN9.sh 

 Parameter: -n 10    

 Click the green tick at the bottom, to capture these configurations. 

 In the [Job I/O] tab of the configuration pane 

 Port 0: In the Source of input, select the icon on left to upload the docking.gpf input file. 
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 Port 1: In the Source of input, select the icon on left to upload the ligand.pdbqt input file. 

 Port 2: In the Source of input, select the icon on left to upload the ligand.pdbqt input file. 

 Port 3: Set the Output port’s internal file name to “ file “. Set the value „Generator” to 
„yes”. 

 Click again the green tick at the bottom, to capture these configurations, then click the red cross in 
the top-right hand corner of the job’s configuration box. 

 In the red box near the top of the screen, select the „Delete old Instances” and save the concrete 
workflow by clicking the disk icon. 

 
2.6 Select the AutoDock job 

 Select this jobs to be of type “GEMLCA”, and configure as follows: 

 GEMLCA repository: gemlca-resource.cpc.wmin.ac.uk:8443 

 Service method: AUTODOCK_PS: Parameterized worker 

 Resource: ngs.wmin.ac.uk 

 Click the green tick at the bottom, to capture these configurations. In the [Job I/O] tab of the 
configuration pane: 

 Port 0: In the Internal File Name (GEMLCA) select “docking.dpf file”. In the “Source of input”, 
select the icon on left to upload the docking.dpf input file. 

 Port 1: In the Internal File Name (GEMLCA) select “Input files”. 

 Port 2: In the Internal File Name (GEMLCA) select “docking.dlg file” 
• Again click the green tick at the bottom, to capture these configurations. 
• Now click the red cross in the top-right hand corner of the job’s configuration box. 
• In the red box near the top of the screen, select the “Delete old Instances” and save the concrete 
workflow by clicking the disk icon 
 
2.7 Select the Collector job 
• Select to configure this job as type “gt4” and configure as follows: 

 Grid: uk-ngs 

 Resource: ngs.wmin.ac.uk 

 Job manager: jobmanager-pbs 

 Executable code or Binary: collector3.sh 

 Parameter: 2 
• Click the green tick at the bottom, to capture these configurations. 
• In the [Job I/O] tab of the configuration pane: 

 Port 0: View the Parametric input details, and make sure the waiting is set to „all” 

 Port 1: Set the Output port’s internal file name to “best.pdb“ 

 In the red box near the top of the screen, select the “Delete old Instances” and save the concrete 
workflow by clicking the disk icon 

 
2.8  From the „Workflow” tab select „Concrete”, and for this concrete workflow, click „info” to check 
that the configurations are complete. 
2.9 If the configurations are complete, the workflow is now ready to be submitted. 

All files that necessary for job configuration are located here: 
https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=a0ed4d7f2943158301dded4e570665b3 

https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=a0ed4d7f2943158301dded4e570665b3
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Example 2: Workflow Configuration from GEMLCA Jobs 
In the followings we create a sample Traffic Simulator workflow. In this case all node will built from 
GEMLCA job.  
 
1. Create a graph: Define preliminary connections between ports (Figure 4.2). Final connections cannot 

be made here because it is not yet known which port will be assigned with which file. (About the 
Graph Editor see the first section.) Job properties are too concrete for the Graph Editor. These details 
will be filled later on while configuring the concrete workflow. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Sample jobs and connections in Graph Editor for a GEMLCA-based workflow (for a sample 

Traffic Simulator workflow) 

2. Create a workflow: make sure our workflow can be prepared for execution. 

 
Figure 4.4 Create Concrete window: selecting a predefined graph and naming a new workflow 
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3. Configure the new workflow (Figure 4.5) 

 
Figure 4.5 Configuring GEMLCA-based workflow 1 

 
Tab: Job Executable (Figure 4.6) 

Main type: Binary 
Type (the portal offers more than just standard and GEMLCA jobs): gemlca (slected from 
list) 
GEMLCA Repository (Each GEMLCA service is defined as a single grid. This way each 
GEMLCA service can have a different proxy. The selection of a GEMLCA service is now 
the selection of the GEMLCA Repository where it submits. The repository in which the 
GEMLCA service is defined will have only the GEMLCA service as a resource, because the 
portal does not allow mixing different kind of resources in a single grid definition. The 
portal queries the GEMLCA service to determine which VOMS server it should connect in 
order to extend the proxy. Thus usually regular proxy is used to connect GEMLCA, but an 
extended proxy is used to execute the GEMLCA LC): gemlca-resource.cpc.wmin.ac.uk: 
8443 (selected from list) 
Service Method (The portal offers the list of legacy codes in the next box. This list is 
filtered to the ones, which are having sufficient input and output ports for the given job. 
In case of the Job 1 the portal offers OGSA‐DAI Document and OGSADAI Update next to 
Job 1.): ngs.wmin.ac.uk (selected from list) 
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Parameter settings: File parameters cannot be defined here. You have to use the job IO 
setup dialog. The data you enter here will be passed as CLI parameters and they will 
never define files on any way. The portal caches legacy code parameters in order to 
provide faster UI. The cache is refreshed in two cases: (1) When a new legacy code is 
added to the list. Then all the parameters are saved in the cache again. (2) When a timer 
expires (e.g. every hour). The administrator of the GEMLCA submitter sets up this timer. 
This timer helps the GEMLCA LC administrators to review their changes after a delay. 
Without this timer the cache would never expire for the parameters. And the portal 
would be unusable for LC development (mainly private legacy codes): You can change 
the starting vehicle density to have a nice execution of this workflow. 
 

 
Figure 4.6 Configuring GEMLCA-based workflow 2 – Job Executable settings 

 
 Tab: Job I/O  
  In the Job I/O setup window for GEMLCA jobs you have three tasks: 

 Tell the portal which GEMLCA file parameter should belong to which I/O port. 

 Set the non‐channel input files. You have more options here than just using a local 
file. You can simply specify a value, or an SQL query also.  

 Set the internal file names. This is optional because the portal automatically gives an 
internal file name to a port when you assign a GEMLCA file parameter to a port. 

In this case (Figure 23): 
Internal File Name (GEMLCA): Network File (selected from list) 
Port dependent condition allowing the run of the job: File (selected): file.net (selected 
from list) 
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Figure 4.7 Configuring GEMLCA-based workflow 3 – Job I/O settings 

 
Your workflows will fail if you don’t assign GEMLCA file parameters to all the I/O ports of 
your GEMLCA jobs. This is how you finalize the port connections in the new portal. 

 
4. Submit and observe the workflow: The submission process shows the Figure 3.8. 
 

 
Figure 4.8 Submission GEMLCA-based workflow 

 
Observing job state: The following job states are supported with GEMLCA jobs: 

 Submitted (orange) – the gUSE generic submitter has received the job 

 Running (red) – All GEMLCA States are reported running except GEMLCA_PRESTATE, FAILED 
and DONE. E.g. the GEMLCA reports it is doing the Staging of the default inputs, then it still 
says Running state on the portal. 

 Finished (green) – The LC execution finished the outputs can be collected (DONE GEMLCA 
state). 

 Error (blue) – The LC execution failed either because the LC did not succeed or because the 
GEMLCA have had problems with the execution (FAILED GEMLCA state) 

 Suspended (yellow) - The LC execution oaborted and the aborted jobs become in "init" 
state. 

 
Job status can be observed in the concrete workflow Details window’s job contents view: 
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Figure 4.9 Details window - Job status checking 

 
Output handling: Output files can be downloaded after the job finishes, in the End User window with 
hitting get Ouputs button belonging to the workflow (Figure 4.10). The output file names are all having a 
tailing “_0”. As a result the traffic simulation’s output jpg is called: “x.jpg_0”. The user has to rename it 
to “x.jpg” for convenient use. This tailing is appended because of parametric study support in the portal, 
which prepares GEMLCA jobs to be used in parametric studies (PSs). 
 

 
Figure 4.10 „get Outputs” function 

 
 

GEMLCA and PS jobs: GEMLCA does not support the generator and collector concepts of the portal, 
because it requires each I/O file to be specified as a LC parameter. A single LC parameter cannot handle 
multiple files. To overcome this issue we either extend GEMLCA (to support multiple values per 
parameter) or we leave GEMLCA as it is and ask for the LC to fulfil special requirements against its I/O. 
These requirements would mean the LC supporting bundled input or output files, where the portal sends 
or receives the parametric inputs as a single zip file. 
 
Parametric jobs however are supported right now with GEMLCA if the legacy code we execute can be 
parameterized with its input files. In the traffic simulator workflow the candidate job to be used as a 
parametric study job is the Job1 job. The Job1 can get different road networks on all the GEMLCA 
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installations, which would mean we could run them in a PS situation when we have multiple road 
networks to test. A more realistic situation would be to tune the Simulation parameters like the starting 
vehicle density. This requires the current simulator to be wrapped on a way that it can receive all its 
parameters in a file. Then the following workflow can be defined: 

 
Figure 4.11 Final graph structure for GEMLCA-based workflow 

 

 GEN1 – generates the input command line parameters for each simulation. 

 SIM – the wrapped simulation, which receives its command line parameters on its 2nd port. 
GEMLCA executes this job. The number of executions depends on the number of files received 
on port 2. 

 GEN2 – the network generator as is. This means we Generate the road network only once for the 
whole workflow. GEMLCA executes this job as it would from the GEMLCA‐PGRADE portal. 

 GRAPH – a GT2 version of the comparator job acquired from the GEMLCA repository. Here we 
submit a simple GT2 job, which wraps the comparator job and adds as many runtime command 
line arguments as it needs to process all the PS outputs.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OUTPUT PORT 

INPUT PORT 
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Workflow Configuration and Submission in 

End User Role 
Issue: How can you ’cook’ as end-user? 

About Roles and Menu Structures 
Depending on the associated role (the predefined roles are Administrator, Full Power (Developer) user, 

and End user) the user gets different access to the gUSE whose menu may appear in slightly different 

forms.  

The elements of the Workflow menu (Graph, Create Concrete, Concrete, Template, Import, Upload) deal 
with the creation, manipulation and life cycle of workflow related objects. The elements of the Storage 
menu (Local, LFC) deal with the 

 saving of workflow related objects on the local machine of the user (Local) 

 handling of remote Grid Files (LFC) having been defined in the gLite infrastructure. 
 
The elements of the Security menu (Certificate, Public key Assertion) give support to fulfill the different 
authentication and authorization requirements stated by the computational resources. Let be noted that 
the Public key portlet registers the respective resources as well. However the resources which require 
certificate based authentication are maintained in the portlet Information/Resources. 
 
The Settings menu group includes miscellaneous administrative activities: 

 Notification is accessible for any Full Power user and End user. The details of electronic letters to be 
sent by the system to the user upon workflow related events can be set here. 

 Internal Services is accessible only by the Administrator of gUSE. The Administrator can dynamically 
observe and tune the cooperation of internal components composing the gUSE infrastructure. 

 Quota Management is accessible only by the Administrator. The static storage quota from the 
common and valuable common storage resource of the gUSE allotted to a given user can be set here. 

 Text editor is accessible only by the Administrator. Texts and messages of the WS-PGRADE portal are 
maintained here. 

 
The menu group Information hides rather different features: 

 WFI monitor is an experimental development tool to observe the progress of job elaboration within 
the Workflow Interpreter - which is one of the central services of the gUSE. 

 GEMLCA explorer is a dedicated browser to explore the remote services using GEMLCA technology. 

 The Resources portlet appears only in view (read only) form for the common user and it informs the 
user about the accessed resources having been added to the DCI Bridge by the System Administrator. 
The tabs of the portlet represent different (traditional and upcoming) computational technologies 
and the accessible resources falling in the given category are listed here.  

The menu Statistics is responsible to present metrics in four tabs, portal, DCI, user, and workflow, on 
seven levels, portal, user, DCI, resource, concrete workflow, workflow instance and abstract job. 
 
The menu point End User opens directly the End user window (portlet) where the end user can import, 
configure and execute prepared applications. 
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The distinction between end users and common users is done by the administrator of the portal upon 
Portal User Account requests by permitting different activities selectable from different tab sets 
available for these two groups of users: 
   1. The main tab End User Application groups the tabs selectable by the end-user. 
   2. The main tab Workflow groups all workflow related manipulation tabs without restriction 

Example 1: Simple Job Submission in End User Role 
This example demonstrates in two steps the simple method of job submission if you are end user. In the 

followings will be introduced a very simple First job that configured at the start of Cookbook.  

1. Importing job: An End User can’t create graphs and can’t create job, but she/he can submit job 

from a legacy application/project/concrete/template or graph by import function. Click on 

Workflow/Import menu, select a type to import and select an item (e.g. the First application) 

from the list. Then type the new name of your graph, template or worflow (in this case a new 

workflow name created). To import click Import button. (Figure 5.1)     

 
Figure 5.1 The Import function 

 
2. Submit job: Go for End User menu and the appeared windows click Configure button of proper 

application. On the next window click Save on Server and after couple of seconds you get a 
message about successful configuration. Then click on Submit button and the job will be 
submitted after a moment. (Figure 5.2)  
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Figure 5.2 Job submission function in End User mode 

 

Example 2: Workflow Configuration and Submission in End 

User Role  
An end user can also configure job if she/he uses templated job. Certainly, end user can’t create 
templates, to this a full power user or an administrator needs to take the next method:  

1. Create a concrete from a template (Workflow/Create Concrete) 
2. Select this templated workflow to configure (Workflow/Template): Configure a template to end 

user by selecting from job settings to allow to end user for configuration (check Free button and 
add labels as well as description) (see Figure 5.3) 

3. Export this workflow from Concrete window by Export button. 
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Figure 5.3 Template setting to end user 

 
And now comes the end user part of job submission process that is similar to the previous example: 

1. You need to import a templated workflow by the Import function (in this case the new workflow 
is End_User_2). 

2. Click on Configure button in End User window and configure the workflow based on the 
predefined template that created power user or admininstrator earlier, then click on Save on 
Server button.  (Figure 5.4)   

3. After click Refresh button in End user window, click on Submit button (this action is the same as 
the prevous example). The submission process will start and after a couple of seconds or minutes 
the status of your workflow becomes from „Running” to „Finished”. (Figure 5.5)  
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Figure 5.4 Workflow configuration by end user in a template 
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Figure 5.5 The job submission process 
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EDGI-based Workflow Configuration and 

Submission 
Issue: How can you ’cook’ workflows by using the EDGI Repository? 

About EDGI 
The EDGI middleware consolidates the extension of service grids with desktop grids (DGs) in order to 

support European Grid Initiative (EGI) and National Grid Initiative (NGI) user communities that are users 

of Distributed Computing Infrastructures (DCIs) and require an extremely large number of CPUs and 

cores. By EDGI-based middleware support it is possible to use the Portal -> SG -> DG path (via a job 

submission component, e.g. DCI Bridge) in order to run applications on the EDGI (SG -> DG) 

infrastructure. 

To run application by using EDGI Application Repository (AR), gUSE/WS-PGRADE supports the gLite DG 

resource type of EDGI infrastructure. Therefore, the gLite VO certification method is necessary in this 

case, the gLite VO settings are needed by administrator in the job submission tool (e.g. in DCI-Bridge).  

Example: EDGI-specific Workflow Configuration and 

Submission 
The following simple example demonstrates for one job the EDGI-specific job configuration techniques.  
The initial step in the EDGI-specific workflow configuration is to set the EDGI-specific proxy (VO) 
(Security/Certificate/Details button) (see Figure 6.1). 
 

 
Figure 6.1 EDGI-specific certificate settings   
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Then comes the graph configuration by Graph Editor and the using of well-known Workflow/Create 
Concrete from graph function. After that you can set and configure your job through the Configure 
button on Workflow/Concrete window. Here you can define the details of your EDGI-job (see Figure 6.2 
and 6.3).  
 

 
Figure 6.2 EDGI-specific job configuration: Job Executable tab 

 
The Remote File reference is not supported in the Job I/O tab therefore you cand find here only three 
possible input port references (Figure 6.3). 
 
After saving your settings you can start the job submission by Submit button from Concrete window 
(Figure 6.4).  
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Figure 6.3 EDGI-specific job configuration: input and output port settings 

 

 
Figure 6.4 Job submission result 
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CloudBroker-based Workflow Configuration 

and Submission 
Issue: How can you ’cook’ workflows when you submit jobs to the cloud by CloudBroker? 

 

About Cloud Technology 
The Cloud technology has been recently developed and offered for accessing unlimited resources in a 

commercial setting. This technology much better fits to companies than grids for many reasons. They can 

outsource the creation and maintenance work of the required infrastructure. Moreover, they can always 

access to the required size of infrastructure in a dynamic, on-demand way and pay only as they use it. 

The user interface is much simpler than in the case of Grid systems and high level services can be easily 

created for the non-IT specialists. 

About CloudBroker 
The CloudBroker (CB) platform is a type of application store for high performance computing in the 

cloud. Through the CloudBroker portlet of WS-PGRADE/gUSE different scientific and technical 

applications can be accessed, selected and immediately executed in the cloud, pay-per-use. Softwares (in 

cloud terminology: SaaS - Software as a Service) registered in the CB platform are stored in a repository, 

which can be queried by gUSE. Thus, the user can run applications from CB repository as workflow 

nodes.  

There is an opportunity to use your own executable binary code in CB job configuration process beside 

the selection of available software from Software list. This option is applicable by user if the 

corresponding Software and Executable names are earlier set to an application store on a submission 

tool (e.g., DCI Bridge) by administrator.  

Example 1: Workflow Configuration and Submission from 

Available List of Applications 
The next simple example focuses on the unique parts of CloudBroker-based workflow configuration and 

submission process. The steps:   

1. Authentication: In order to be able access the CB platform you have to own username and 

password provided by CloudBroker GmbH after registration – which is used in every 

communication with the platform (your WS-PGRADE portal account is not enough to submit jobs 

to a cloud). Technically, you can get authentication data from your administrator who previously 

registered an organization on CB platform. You will be a member of this organization and you 

can use the cloud resources and softwares which are defined and used by this organization.  

Once you got your authentication data from your administrator, you can give on WS-PGRADE 

portal your username and password information used to query available softwares on the CB 

platform at job configuration or submitting jobs at workflow executions, respectively, by 
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selecting Security/CloudBroker menu (see figure 7.1). As a result of clicking on Save 

authentication data button, username and password information will be saved and matched 

against the user data stored in the remote server of the CB platform. If you clear Username 

(and/or Password) field(s), containing authentication file will be deleted from the file system (not 

only its content). Note that the authentication information relates to, associated with the 

particular user only logged-in to the portal; the given username and password are not shared 

among other users (though they can set the same information if they know and allowed to use). 

 
Figure 7.1 Using of Security/CloudBroker menu 

 
2. Graph creation: The graph editing part of configuration process is the same as common 

configuration routine (see chapter 1): the user can use all functions of Graph Editor to create 

nodes and connections at graph creation for CB-workflow. Note that from CB platform – unlike 

at GEMLCA Explorer - user can’t get direct information about port number and port name of 

selected application for graph creation. (User need to procure information by other way: e.g. 

from external resources.) At this example user defines one node with an input and an output 

port (see figure 7.2). 
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Figure 7.2 The created one-job graph of CloudBroker-example (“DSP”) in Graph Editor 

3. Workflow configuration: The relevant novelty in this example is found in the Job Executable tab 

of Concrete window (Select Workflow/Concrete menu, click Configure button in the example line 

then click the square of example job) within CB configuration process. (The details of settings 

shows figure 7.3.) The user needs to use the valid CB name (e.g. Platform) that set by the 

administrator and to that added the user his/her authentication data in the authentication 

window (see figure 7.1).  

 
Figure 7.3 The relevant elements of CloudBroker-based job configuration in case of Software selection 

from CloudBroker repository (in Job Executable tab) 
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Note that in case of “cloudbroker” resource the job interpretation is always “Binary”, namely the 

queried registered programs as jobs are binary-type programs. The other settings in 

configuration process are not CB-specific. (The port settings part of configuration is shown on 

figure 7.4) 

 
Figure 7.4 The contains of Job I/O tab in the one-job „DSP” workflow configuration 

 
The visualisation and status management of CB jobs is the same as in case of other nodes in WS-
PGRADE. The routine of workflow submission is also same as in general case: you can click on 
Submit button in Concrete window and then you can check the status of running workflow by 
clicking on Details button in Concrete window. (see figure 7.5) 

 
 

 
Figure 7.5 The results of twice submitted CloudBroker-workflow  

 

Example 2: Workflow Configuration and Submission by Using of 

Own Code 
There is an opportunity to use your own executable binary code in CB job configuration process beside 

the selection of available software from Software list (like at previous example). This option is applicable 

by user if the corresponding Software and Executable names are earlier set to an application store (in 

this case to store scibus – as you see on next two figures) on a submission tool (e.g., DCI Bridge) by 

administrator. 
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The next CloudBroker-based three-job-workflow created by using of own binary code.  
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Figure 7.6 The Use Own Executable option in CloudBroker-specific job configuration 
 
The figure 7.6 and 7.7 demonstrates the relevant elements in CloudBroker job configuration. This figures 
show the details of executable type selection (in Software setting in the Job Executable tab within 
Workflow/Concrete menu). You can decide between two possible options: either you can choose from a 
list box or you can upload your own binary code. The other settings in concrete and in authentication are 
not concerned the selection of Use Own Executable option in CloudBroker-specific job creation.  
 

 

 
Figure 7.7 CloudBroker-specific settings in a three-job-workflow in case of Job1 and Job2    
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https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=0e659a9e494edb2ddfaa5ad439b19316  

Tips and Tricks 

Graph Modification of Existing Workflow  
There is an useful feature in WS-PGRADE to simple change your workflow and create a new modified one 
through graph modification. If you want to change the graph structure of an existing workflow, you can 
use the Edit and Fit copied workflow to a new graph buttons in the Workflow/Concrete window (see 
figure T.1). 
 

 
Figure T.1 Buttons for workflow graph modification 

You can access the Graph Editor by clicking Edit button. In the appeared Graph Editor window you can 

modify your graph. Certainly, you can use all available functions of Graph Editor. You can delete the 

https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=0e659a9e494edb2ddfaa5ad439b19316
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unnecessary jobs, you can add more ports or jobs to graph, you can relocate or rename the jobs etc. 

(Some typical modification demonstrates the figure T.2)  

 
T.2 Some examples for graph modification in Graph Editor through Edit function 

 
Once you saved the new graph by Graph/Save as, you need to fit the old workflow to the new graph 

stucture by creating a new workflow which inherits the configured data belonging to such nodes which 

are common in the original and in the new graph. To this Use the Fit copied workflow to a new graph 

button in the configuration window of original workflow. Once you click on this button you can select the 

saved graph from a list then you can type the new workflow name that connects to the selected graph 

(see Figure T.3).   

However, if you change a node name then the every configurational data according to that node will be 

lost in the new workflow. This loss will be occured even if the structure of workflow graph remains 

unaltered.  
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T.3 Fitting workflow to graph 

After saving of settings the new workflow appears in Concrete window (Figure T.4). Evidently, the 

original settings of remained jobs of modified workflow are not changed.  

You can check the workflow properties by Configure button and you can do additional changes in the 

altered workflow if it is necessary.      
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T.4 A sample workflow after graph modification 

MPI-based Configuration 
MPI (Message Passing Interface) is a widely used message passing programming model which defines a 

standard library for implementation of message passing model while not a language. (It provides an 

interface easily to use C/C + + and FORTRAN language options.) MPI was designed for high performance 

on both massively parallel machines and on workstation clusters and it is widely available, with both free 

available and vendor-supplied implementations. 

An MPI code can reproduces itself in more instances and the instances populate the cluster machines 

linked to a local network. The programs running on different machines have different identifiers and 

perform parallel tasks by synchronous message passing (the name Message Passing Interface comes 

from it).  

In case of MPI the binary code must be the compilation of a proper MPI compiler. It is assumed that a 
corresponding MPI interpreter is available on the requested destination. As the program may spread on 
several processors (maximum number of needed processors) must be defined. 

 
If a broker is selected instead of a dedicated site, the automatically generated JDL/RSL entry assures that 

only a proper site is selected as destination, where the MPI dependent requirements are met. 
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The MPI-based job configuration of in WS-PGRADE is very simple. You can choose the MPI option at Job 

Executable tab within Workflow/Create Concrete menu. The other MPI-specific part in configuration is 

the mandatory (if you use MPI, it is mandatory) setting of MPI Node Number that (see figure T.5) 

represents the number of instances populated the given cluster (site).  

There is necessary to prepare the target cluster for acceptance and receiving MPI programs with given 

version included in executable file.  

 Main requirements to run MPI code: 

 Prerequsites program must be installed on the cluster.  

 Firewalls must be opened. 

  

T.5 MPI-specific job configuration settings in WS-PGRADE portal (within Workflow/Create Concrete 

menu, in Job Executable tab)  

 

How to Create an If-Then-Else Structure 

Introduction 

This section will introduce the using of a hidden controller structure of WS-PGRADE-based job 

configuration.  

The Issue Demonstrated by an Example 

In order to understand the problem, please take a look at a sample workflow graph (T.6). You can see 

there an If-Then-Else structure expressed by a graph.  

Let’s see what happened if you try to execute the sample workflow (About the example: in the sample 

workflow the FieldGen job generates files with 0 or 1 values. Then it will be analyzing the content of 
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generated output files by If predicate: if input content = 0, then TRUEBranch job will start, if input 

content = 1, then FALSEBranch job will start. The last job in workflow is waiting for inputs from 

TRUEBranch and FALSEBranch):  

1. First, the FieldGen job starts and runs correctly.  

2. Then, at embranchment (due to the nature of If-then-else structure there are always two 

branches with opposite contents as you can see on T.7), only one job runs and will be submitted 

simultaneously, depended on the generated output by FieldGen job: either in Then branch 

(TRUEBranch) or in Else branch (FALSEBranch).  (The job that wasn’t started generates a ‘No 

Input’ message).  

3. However, after embranchment, the last Next job will never run because it is vainly waiting for 

input from TRUEBranch and FALSEBranch, the Next job won’t be receive all inputs because one 

job from FALSEBranch and TRUEBranch surely won’t be started and therefore the sample 

workflow won’t be submitted. 

How can you modify the workflow for successful running? 

 
T.6 Sample workflow graph  
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T.7 The setting of jobs input ports to ‘Then’ and ‘Else’ branches with opposite dependent conditions (in 

case of example the two conditions are ==0 and ==1) 

The Solution: Using Input Ports of Collector-Type  

The solution is focused on the final job of the workflow structure.  

The essential novelty in the solution is to set the input ports of final Next job to collector-type. (For more 

details of collector job configuration in WS-PGRADE please, see the chapter 3.)  
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T.8 Input port setting of the Next job to collector-type 

The solution at configuration-level is the following: 

1. Set to Collector the final Next job - see T.8 

2. Give the same Input Port’s Internal File Name value in the Next job for both braches input ports 

(in this case for port 0 and 1).  

The solution is applicable for N generated outputs. Therefore, based on the demonstrated structure (see 

T.6), X files will be generated in True branch (in the branch of TRUEBranch job) and N-X files will be 

generated in False branch (in the branch of FALSEBranch job) because for each job pairs in True-False 

branches are applied Exlusive OR (XOR) conditions. Thus, altogether N inputs come from the two 

branches to the Collector (Next job). 

For configurations you need to go to Workflow/Concrete menu->Configure button->Job I/O tab – see T.7, 

and T.8.  

Create Robot Permission Association by 

Distinguished User Role  

About Robot Permission 

The aim in robot permission (or in other words robot certification) is to perform automated tasks on 

grids/clouds on behalf of users. Basically, this permission form can be used to identify a person 

responsible for an unattended service or process acting as client and/or server.  

Instead of identifying users, the robot permission identifies trusted applications that can run by 

workflows from WS-PGRADE. WS-PGRADE supports robot permission for every resource type that is 

accessible from portal (certainly, the local grid type is not require such a permission). 

The main advantage of robot permission is to run by user (typically end users) workflows without any 

direct authentication data uploading process, thus the user just needs to import/upload the previously 

configured and exported robot permission-aware workflows for submissions. Thus, the user just can use 

the portal for your major research aims: for easy and fast workflow submission. 

Robot Permission Association and the New User Role  

The Robot Permission Association (RPA) relates the three job configuration elements Grid, Grid type and 

Executable in one. In order to create an RPA you must own right for publishing robot permission. The 

fixed name of this user role is RobotPermissionOwner (RPO) that set by administrator. (About user roles 

see Adding and Removing User Roles in Administrator Manual.) 

The RPO is a distinguished user who has very special rights that was set by system adminstrator 

previously (the administrative process to entitle users for RPA creation is the same as in case of end 
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users - for details see chapter IV. in Administrator Manual). Therefore, only the trusted user can get 

entitelment for publishing trusted application by RPA.  

The sequence of RPA creation is the followings (see fig. T.10): 

1. Technically, the major user activity related to RPA is in Job Executable tab within 

Workflow/Concrete/Configure function of WS-PGRADE. The first step in application of every RPA 

process (after the authentication data uploading by the traditional way to a MyProxy server) in 

WS-PGRADE is to configure jobs of a workflow (above all: setting of Type, Grid, and Executable) 

and then save that. (The initial submission of workflow by non-robot permission is 

recommended). 

2. Create an RPA as RPO by Create association button in the reopened Configure/Job Executable 

tab. (Certainly, the application of RPA is always optional.)  

3. Add the authentication information (MyProxy server location, Login, and Password information). 

If you want to apply the current RPA setting for every job within the workflow, check the 

Replicate settings in all jobs check box. If you click on Save, the next message will be appeared: 

Robot permission association is marked. It will be saved together with the workflow. You can 

actually enforce this change if you save the workflow by clicking on the well-known floppy disk 

icon in the start-up window of workflow configuration.  

 
T.10 Adding Robot Permission Association in the Job Executable tab 
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Delete Robot Permission Association  

You can also delete as RPO the current RPA if you want to use for example the traditional certificate for 

job submission or if you want create another RPA (see fig. T.11): 

1. Click on Delete button in the configure window after saving the previous state of the job. (The 

actual change will be enforced only after the saving process.)  

2. If you open the configure page of the job, you see the next message in the last row: Robot 

permission is to be deleted.  (Note: If you delete the current association, then you delete all 

related data from DCI Bridge. Therefore you can create a new one if you want to apply an RPA 

again.)   

 
T.11 Delete Robot Permission Association in the Job Executable tab 

 

Apply Robot Permission Association 

The essential benefit of using robot permission is that other users can run without any authentication 

settings the applications that previously set the RPO. You can submit the robot jobs (the jobs associated 

with robot permission) very simple, without any other settings: just click on Submit button. 
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The initial setting is the task of higher users: the RPO or power user need to export the robot permission-

aware workflow by the traditional Concrete/Export function.  

In order to access any users (power users or end users) the exported workflow, you just have to use 

Workflow/Upload or Workflow/Import function.  

The main difference between the derived (imported or uploaded) workflow and the master (original) 

workflow is that the robot permission delete function is enabled only at master workflow’s job.  

Therefore only the RPO has right to delete RPA from master workflow. (Note, by this procedure the RPA 

ID and the reference that points to that ID will be deleted from DCI Bridge.)  

If you delete an RPA from a workflow, the possibility of using this RPA is lost not only at master workflow 

where you deleted but at every derived workflows too.     

If you don’t want to use RPA to the derived workflow, click on Forget button (so you avoid the using of 

robot permission, the RPA ID won’t be deleted from DCI Bridge, only the reference that points to ID). 

Then you can use the traditional authentication method. You have also possibility to re-export the 

derived workflow (certainly, end user hasn’t got a right for workflow export).     

 
T.12 Difference between master and derived workflow’s robot job properties 
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Since the RPA refers to exact grid type, grid, and exe relation, for altering the configuration you need to 

create another RPA. When you change at least one property from the mentioned three properties, the 

RPA will be discarded (as you can see on fig. T.13). To create a new association, you need to save the 

new job configuration settings then you create a new RPA in the reopened Configure window.  

Certainly, you can apply different grid or grid type settings for different jobs within a workflow (in this 

case you don’t check the Replicate settings in all jobs check box as you can see on fig. T.10) as well as you 

can add traditional or robot permissions for different jobs within a workflow too.  

 
T.13 Job configuration settings with disabled robot permission association in case of changed job 

properties 

Note: the real validity of a used robot permission will be emerged at submission process, when you run 

your workflow (not valid robot permission will caused an error in submission). In workflow configuration 

process you just know that your robot permission data is on the MyProxy or not.  

(About the robot permission related logging of job submissions as well as about user roles adding you 

can see the section Additional Enhancements in the Administrator Manual.) 

Constraints in Naming of Workflow’s Input and Output Files  
When you create and run a job in WS-PGRADE, some new files are generated in backend (exactly in DCI 

Bridge component). These files have fixed names: 

 gridnfo.log   

 guse.jsdl   

 guse.logg   

 stderr.log   
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 stdout.log 

 execute.bin 

 wrapper.sh 

In case the jobs produce the same files as output file, input file or binary executable file, the files used by 

the DCI Bridge will be overwritten with the files produced by the job.  

In order to resolve the conflict, the files (input file, output file and binary executable) used in job 

configuration need to have different names than the above listed seven file.  

Proxy Renewal to Submit Long Time Jobs 
If you submit a job that takes too long time, you need to renew the proxy in order to avoid the expiration 

of used proxy. You need to do two major activities for portal-based proxy renewal and for used grid-

based proxy renewal (you can do it during the job running as well but certainly, the renewal must be 

always finished within the old expiration time): 

 MyProxy Upload on portal (proxy renewal to portal): After the presentation of the needed 

certificate files the MyProxy account can be defined – in the general case - by five input fields of 

the WS-PGRADE Security/Certificate/Upload function (see Fig. T.14): 

1. Host name is the URL of the MyProxy server, where the account is created 

2. Port: is the port of the MyProxy server (the default port is 7512, if not defined otherwise). 

3. Login: it is the freely selected name of the account. It must be unique! 

4. Password: is a freely selected string, protecting the just created account 

5. Lifetime(hours): Generic upper limit for the proxy certificates which will be subsequently 

generated using this account. 

T.14 Upload authentication data to MyProxy server 
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This upload procedure is possible by command-line environment (see next example): 

$ voms-proxy-init -valid 100:00 

Enter GRID pass phrase: 

Your identity: /O=xyzgrid/O=users/O=uva/OU=xyz/CN=NAME_REMOVED_FOR_SECURITY 

Creating proxy ...................................... Done 

Your proxy is valid until Fri May 3 16:32:49 2013 

$ myproxy-init -s px.grid.xyz.hu -d -c 0 -t 100 

Your identity: /O=xyzgrid/O=users/O=uva/OU=xyz/CN=NAME_REMOVED_FOR_SECURITY 

Enter GRID pass phrase for this identity: 

Creating proxy ........................... Done 

Proxy Verify OK 

Your proxy is valid until: Tue Apr 15 16:25:59 2014 

Enter MyProxy pass phrase: 

Verifying - Enter MyProxy pass phrase: 

A proxy valid for 8428 hours (351.2 days) for user 

/O=xyzgrid/O=users/O=uva/OU=xyz/CN=NAME_REMOVED_FOR_SECURITY now exists on 

px.grid.xyz.hu. 

 Automatic proxy renewal by DN (proxy renewal to grid): In this special case, the fields Login and 

Password are not filled, but by marking the checkbox Use DN as login (you see it on fig. T.14 too) 

the DN (distinguished name, which is readable from the certificate) will be used as login name 

and a special account without password will be created. This account is used to the mentioned 

automatic proxy renewal, needed by a job wanting to survive the 100 hours absolute limit of 

proxy expiration time. The special feature of this account is that it can be reached – other than 

the general account - only if a not expired proxy certificate exists, and then it generates a fresh 

one. 

 
T.15 MyProxy server setting in JDL/RSL tab 
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Additionally, you have to place the URL of the MyProxy server (where the DN based account is) 

as the value of the tag MyProxyServer of the JDL/RSL configuration descriptor of the gLite job 

whose expiration extension is needed. (An example to value of the MyProxyServer tag is: 

myproxy.hpcc.sztaki.hu.) - see fig. T.15. Since this activity is within the job configuration process, 

you must perform it before the workflow submission. 

About using of MyProxy server you can read in Portal User Manual (chapter 10.1.1 within section Menu-

Oriented Online Help) available on gUSE SourceForge site.  

Debugging Workflows  
You can use breakpoints to your workflows in WS-PGRADE for debugging and tracing the submission 

process. This operation consists of two main parts: the configuration part in which breakpoints are 

defined by the users and the running part in which breakpoints are actually used by the users.    

 
T.16 Breakpoint configuration 

1. Configuration part – breakpoints definition: You can set breakpoints within the job 

configuration process, in the Job Executable tab within Configure function. Therefore a 

breakpoint relates to a job (to a running job instance actually). In the configuration you need to 
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decide whether or not you assign breakpoint to the given job. If you want it, you have to define 

the place of breakpoint:  

 you can assign breakpoint before submission of a job (in this case you can check and modify 

the next running job instance of the workflow instance directly before starting it) or 

  after job termination (in this case the job is submitted, and you can interact after job 

termination. Therefore you have additional information about job instance from the 

available submission results. If the given job is the last job of the workflow, then this 

breakpoint role is to reach or not the finished status of the workflow instance.) 

Additionally, you can set a waiting time: the maximum time length for waiting the user 

interaction after gUSE detected breakpoint. This value is in minutes in both cases. (The default 

value is 60 minutes.)  If you set it to 0, then the system doesn’t wait for user at breakpoint in 

runtime and the job will be aborted. (WS-PGRADE uses red color in Configure function for 

representing job configured with breakpoints – see Fig. T.17.)     

 
T.17 View of jobs that configured with breakpoints 

You can define breakpoints at the workflow templates, too. You can create templates from 
workflows configured with breakpoints and you can use templates derived from this workflows.  
 

2. Running part – breakpoints application: Once you configured and saved your workflow, you can 

submit it by clicking Submit button in the Concrete window. In the pop-up dialog box you can 

check the Enable breakpoints option to enable debugging your workflow during submission (Fig. 

T.18). If you choose this option but your job configured previously without breakpoint, then you 

will get back the configuration window of the job (Fig. T.16) to configure breakpoint directly after 

clicking Yes. You will receive a warning message instead of configuration page when the system 

can’t detect all breakpoints in the workflow because of the too complex tree structure (e.g. using 

of embedded workflows). In this case you can review where you actually put breakpoints in your 

complex workflow structure.    
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T.18 Breakpoint enbling at the start of submission 

After you start the workflow, you can trace the job instances of the workflow instance by clicking 

Details in the Workflow/Concrete page. If you click on Details button again, you get the running 

workflow instance information. From this point you can interact with the workflow instance in 

runtime at defined breakpoints.  

 
T.19 A breakpoint reached status in Details function 

For debugging your workflow, use the View breakpoint reached button (see T.19). After clicking 

on it, you can choose from two available options: enable running of selected job instance (Enable 

run) or prohibit running (Prohibit run). If you want to enable or prohibit all job instances running 

at breakpoint, you don’t need to click the buttons one after the other but you can click on Enable 

runs of all job instances button or on Prohibit runs of all job instances button depending on your 

decision. (This commands impact on not only the all listed job instances but on all job instances 

of workflow instance that reach the breakpoint during the submission process.) (see Fig. T.20). 

If the breakpoint is configured to After termination, then you get useful information about the 

submission of a job instance result by clicking on the info buttons: Logbook, std. Output, std. 

Error, and Download file output. Certainly, this info buttons are not available when the 

breakpoint is configured to Before submission (Fig. T.20). 
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T.20 Breakpoint handling in Job Status window in case of a reached breakpoint that configured After 

termination (up) and Before submission (down) of a job instance.  

Depending on your decision, the job status will be changed. If you prohibit running a job instance 

by clicking on Prohibit run button, then you will get the status shown by Fig. T.21. (You can 

refresh the status time after time by clicking on Details button). First the stopped by user status 

is appeared at the given job instance. After this cut is propagated to the other job instances of 
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workflow instance, the status message is changed to propagated cut. Once the cut is propagated 

to the whole workflow instance, the stopped by user status is appeared at the final job instance. 

(Important to emphasize: debugging is always refers to a job instance, thus it is independent 

from other job instances of the same workflow.)  

After you click Enable run or Prohibit run, you will get back the Details page of the workflow. 

Therefore if you want to work with other job instance, you always need to click on the View 

breakpoint reached button at the corresponding job.       

 
T.21 Prohibit run at a reached breakpoint 

If you enable running job instance by clicking on Enable run button, then you won’t get any 

special status messages. In this case you get the well-known finished status after submission (if 

the job submission itself ran without any problems).  

You have a defined time interval for your selection between enabling and prohibition running of 

a job instance: a previously defined waiting time mentioned in job configuration section (see Fig. 

T.16). If this time expired, the job instance is stopped (you get the stopped due to timeout status 

message) and then the whole workflow instance is aborted.   
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You can also use breakpoints in case of Resume status after suspension of workflow running (see Fig. 

T.22). In this case you need to set a checkbox in a pop-up dialog box directly after clicking Resume button 

to use breakpoints after suspension.  

Breakpoint configuration and application are not available in end-user mode. 

 
T.22 Using Resume with enabling breakpoints  
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Using of Remote Executables and Inputs 
During the job configuration process you need to define your executable code of binary within the 

Concrete/Job Executable tab (see Figure T.23). You can do it not only by uploading binary from your local 

machine (Local option) but by adding the corresponding remote path of the executable (Remote option). 

 

 
T.23 Remote option in the Executable code of binary setting within the Job Executable tab 

 

You can use the Remote option to the following grid Types together with the next protocols for the 

Executable code of binary definition: 

Grid Type Supported Protocols 

gLite file, HTTP, LFN 

GT2 file, HTTP, GSIFTP 

GT4 file, HTTP, GSIFTP 

GT5 file, HTTP, GSIFTP 

UNICORE HTTP, idbtool 

ARC HTTP 

LSF HTTP 

PBS file, HTTP 

Local file, HTTP 
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You can also use the Remote option (by selecting the “Remote” icon) to input port definition within the 

Concrete/Job I/O tab (Figure T.24). In this case you can use the following grid Types and protocols: 

 
Grid Type Supported Protocols 

gLite HTTP, LFN 

GT2 HTTP, GSIFTP 

GT4 HTTP, GSIFTP 

GT5 HTTP, GSIFTP 

UNICORE HTTP, xtreemfs 

ARC HTTP 

LSF HTTP 

PBS HTTP 

Local HTTP 

 

 
T.24 Remote source setting to input port within the Job I/O tab 
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Resource Checking by a Special Workflow  
You can use a special WS-PGRADE workflow which can be used for checking the functionality of 

DCIs/Resources publicly connected to the WS-PGRADE gateway as well as for comparing the throughput 

of the different DCIs/Resources.   

The following operation performs the workflow: 

 A generator job creates the predefined number (N) of files where each has the same length of 

random values. 

 Resources supporting the execution of user defined executables will be tested by the „copy” 

command. The results will be checked against the inputs. 

 Resources support the execution of predefined applications will be tested by the call of the 

„DSP” application. 

 The job instances directed to the same resource are collected by collector and the over all 

elaboration time is measured for each resource.   

 

T.25 The whole structure of resource checking workflow 

The details of a submission are shown in Fig. T.26. 
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T.26 The details of a submission process 

The last job in the workflow, the Report job (which is the group 8 in Fig. T.26) gives the following output 

after submission: 

stubLength=5Usage: CollectStatistics [FilePrefix ] FilePrefix = INPUT NUMBER of matched files=9 

Resource=GT5____10 [2_0] = 195 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394628448 

Resource=GBAC___10 [7_0] = 3102 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394631355 

Resource=gLig_h_10 [0_0] = 238 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394628491 

Resource=BOINC__10 [1] = 160 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394628413 

Resource=CLBR___10 [3_0] = 582 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394628835 

Resource=BOhome_10 [8] = 11037 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394639290 

Resource=gLig_s_10 [6] = 734 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394628987 
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Resource=Gt4Wes_0 [5] = 6 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394628259 

Resource=EC2____10 [4] = 143 startTime=1394628253 finTime= 1394628396 

Statistics:  All = 9 BadFile = 0 BadValue = 0 Min= 6 Max= 11037 Average = 1799 Quadrate of 

standard deviation = 11478534.444444 

Overall througput time = 11038 at Wed Mar 12 16:48:11 2014 

The next table transparently shows the result above: 

Middleware Resource Application Wall clock Time[sec] Comment 

gLite seegrid VO copy 734 tail effect 

gLite Hungrid VO copy 238   

GT4 Westminster Uni copy   no submitter 

GT5 Westminster Uni copy 195   

CloudBroker OpenNebulaSZTAKI copy 582   

EC2 Cloud OpenNebulaSZTAKI copy 143   

GBAC Edgidemo SZTAKI copy 3102   

BOINC Edgidemo SZTAKI „DSP” 160   

BOINC EdgesAtHome „DSP” 11037 tail effect 

 
And there is another submission results (in from of tables) in case of N=10: 

Middleware Resource Application Wall clock Time[sec] Comment 

gLite seegrid VO copy 734 tail effect 

gLite Hungrid VO copy 238   

Gt4 Westminster Uni copy   no submitter 

Gt5 Westminster Uni copy 195   

CloudBroker OpenNebulaSZTAKI copy 582   

EC2 OpenNebulaSZTAKI copy 143   

GBAC Edgidemo SZTAKI copy 3102   

BOINC Edgidemo SZTAKI „DSP” 160   

BOINC EdgesAtHome „DSP” 11037 tail effect 

 
N=100: 

Middleware Resource Application Wall clock Time[sec] Comment 

gLite seegrid VO copy 10504 tail effect 

gLite Hungrid VO copy 1235 15% error 

Gt4 Westminster Uni copy   no submitter 

Gt5 Westminster Uni copy 880   

CloudBroker OpenNebula SZTAKI copy 826   

EC2 OpenNebulaSZTAKI copy 335   

GBAC Edgidemo SZTAKI copy 3698   

BOINC Edgidemo SZTAKI „DSP” 3979   

BOINC EdgesAtHome „DSP” 10886 tail effect 
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N=1000: 

Middleware Resource Application Wall clock Time[sec] Comment 

gLite seegrid VO copy 10504 tail effect 

gLite Hungrid VO copy 1235 15% error 

Gt4 Westminster Uni copy   no submitter 

Gt5 Westminster Uni copy 880   

CloudBroker OpenNebula SZTAKI copy 826   

EC2 OpenNebulaSZTAKI copy 335   

GBAC Edgidemo SZTAKI copy 3698   

BOINC Edgidemo SZTAKI „DSP” 3979   

BOINC EdgesAtHome „DSP” 10886 tail effect 

 

And you can create some useful statistical data visualizations from the results above:  
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The Resource checking workflow can be downloaded from here: 

https://www.lpds.sztaki.hu/services/sw/download.php?download=912ea4ee67ee32a0df277ce44e25c9c9 
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